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ESCALATORS
‘REVOLVING STAIRS’ ESCALATOR …
PATENTED 9TH AUGUST 1859
Since ancient times have humans searched for ways to easily
transport goods and people from one place to the other. Carriages,
ships, and other means of transport over long distances, did not help
when large amounts of weight needed to be transported to a higher
elevation in the same immediate area. Elevators that were discovered
as early as the 3rd century BC by Greek inventor Archimedes, could
transport some weight vertically by hoisting the loads, but they were
not practical when lots of goods needed to be moved upward over
small periods of time within the same area.
The earliest use of an escalator that we could research, was used in
the building of the great Egyptian Pyramid of Giza in 2560 BC. In its
construction an estimated 2,3 million granite cubes weighing a total
of 8000 tons, were laid on tree trunks and slowly rolled/hauled upwards on the artificial earth bridging ramps that surrounded the building site. The angles of these ramps varied from 22° to the final pyramid angle of 51°32’. The largest granite cubes were those around the
king’s burial chamber, which varied from 25 to 80 tons each.
This continuous use of rolling wheels beneath the transported weight,
became one of the basic principles behind today’s escalators rotating
on a continual basis. The only variation is the modern maximum inclination angle of either 25° or 30°, where the modern inventers found
<52° too steep for practicality of design safety and drive.
N Ames is recorded in the archives as having patented the ‘revolving
stairs’ on 9th August 1859 - We could find no other detail about him
other than his name and the date. The escalator as we know it today
however, was created in 1859 by inventer Jesse Reno from Massachusetts, USA. His initial creation used steam to power the stairway conveyer belt, which moved on a 25 degree angle. He managed to build
the first viable working example in 1895. The first commercial
“moving staircase” escalator however, was built and patented by
Charles Seeberger in 1897 in cooperation with the Otis Elevator
Company who financed the invention. Both Jesse Reno and Charles
Seeberger sold their manufacturing offices and patents to Otis Elevator Company in 1911. By the 1920’s Otis engineers created the first
commercially viable basic metal model of escalators, albeit operating
with wooden stairs. The modified design is still in use today.

Archived original Patent Drawing by N. Ames 1859
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DOWN MEMORY SCHINDLER
LANE …?
- THE
LATE‘PLASTIC’ ERA
One is seldom fortunate to experience a surreal happening in your life - something absolutely out of the
ordinary of … I have seen or experienced this before.
It may be a very profound happening or simply a trip
down memory lane. It normally happens as a totally
unplanned occurrence, without fanfare of predetermined thought. It just happens on the spur of the moment and ‘wows’ you when you become aware that
you are experiencing it!
On 14th August 2018 I experienced such a singular
event. I was busy with my annual microwave tower
inspections from Klerksdorp down to Cape Town,
which I have been carrying out for some 23 years previously on a scheduled annual basis. Arriving in the
motor room of an installation called Bakenskop, high
on a hilltop somewhere between Strydenburg and
Britstown, I was filling in the installation technical
details, which included the original commissioning
date of 15.08.1972.

th

It suddenly dawned on me that the on the 15 August
1972 … I had in fact commissioned this very same
installation with late erector Peter Schoombie and
his assistants Petrus and Jack … That was 46 years
ago! It had never bothered me before on previous inspections that I had commissioned most of these
MWT installations. It was just the realisation NOW
that I was standing in the motor room … where I had
stood exactly 46 years ago.
Psychologically, a generation is regarded by the pundits as 22 years. My experience therefore exceeded
two generations in time. The goose-flesh on my arms
and the tingling down my spine bore mute testimony
that this was absolute proof of a higher order happening. No fanfare of trumpets blowing or similar,
… just the silent realisation of His grace.
Dr Theo Kleinhans

Geoloë en Antropoloë identifiseer tydperke as
(byvoorbeeld) … die ys-, brons- en yster-tydperke. Nou
praat ekoloë van die ‘plastiek’-tydperk’, met al die skrikwekkende nadele en gevolge wat daarmee gepaard gaan.
Omgewingsrubrieke en TV-programme dra in die laaste tyd
uiteraard meer en meer in-diepte inligting hieroor. Die interpretasie daarvan word nou gereeld as omgewings en bewarings topiek deur topkundiges bespreek … soos in twintig jaar gelede se “terwille van oorlewing”. Ekoloogkundige Prof Johann Cilliers noem op ‘n TV bewaringsprogram, dat daar onlangs empiries bewys is dat 30% van
seedier en 71% van seevoël sterftes ‘plastiek-verwant’ is.
Hy neem in perspektief die skatting dat by die jaar 2050,
die massa plastiek in die see groter gaan wees as dié massa
van vis … ongelooflik en per implikasie … ‘n enorme
impak op ons ekologie!
Plastiek is nie bio-afbreekbaar soos papier nie. In die see
vorm dit oor tyd mikroskopiese toksiese korreltjies wat
deur die marineorganismes ingeneem word - Erger nog is
dat wanneer ons seekosse soos vis en skulpgeregte by ‘n
restaurant inneem, ons ook daarmee besmet word, wat
kanker en selfs die dood kan veroorsaak.

Wees gedagtig daarop dat sommige buurland
winkelsentrums reeds besig is om plastiek as
drasakke af te skaf, wat dan met lap of papier
drasakke vervang moet word! Mandi het reeds
vir ons elkeen nuwe materiaal dra-sakke gemaak wat vir jare behoort te hou en nie die
omgewing sal vervuil nie!
Joernaliste skryf reeds van Afrika se nuwe nasionale blom wat die omgewing ontsuur …
… Plastieksakke.
For carry bags, ‘hemp’ is considered a user-friendly
answer to our problem. It is one of the most affordable
and eco-friendly sustainable resources. As added bonus, hemp does not need toxic pesticides to clean.
Hemp in fact detoxifies soil and maintains damp for
longer when thrown away:
… totally the opposite to ‘plastic’.
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REGULATORY HEALTH and SAFETY NEWS
UK HEALTH & SAFETY NEWS
… Geoff.hayward@allianz.co.uk

EXAMPLE OF POOR UK LIFT
SERVICE - SEPTEMBER BULLETIN
A problem with lift service
contracts in the UK, is that
they often have to cover
very old, outdated and even
obsolete equipment.
SO
WHAT”S NEW? We have
recently reported on lifts
still running at well over
100 years in the UK. The
question is that the service
contracts seem to deteriorate
with the age of the equipment being serviced. The
teeth of the worm and spur
of this gear-case (right)
hardly still mesh, because
they have worn away …
IT’S
AN
ACCIDENT
WAITING TO HAPPEN!

With the September bulletin of ‘Unite’, Geoff sent us this
web contact, stating that this short video, showing the
latest voice enunciation technology for lifts, might appeal
to you through its humour! Note the warning at the top of
the screen when the video starts … adult humour!
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/
urn:li:activity:6425460578244001792

5-Year Old Killed by Lift
Before Bournemouth Crown Court, two companies have today pleaded guilty following a The safety guard of the above pit diverter for the overspeed
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) investigation governor is already being worn (sawing?) by the governor
into the death of a five-year-old girl who became rope. The serviceman however doesn’t hear it on his monthly
trapped while using a lift at her home in Wey- service visits. Like most servicemen, they appear to become
oblivious to their surroundings on their service routes.
mouth.
On 13 August last year, Alexys Brown got into the
lift and put her head through a damaged vision panel. As the lift moved upward, her head got stuck between the lift and the ground floor ceiling. Alexys
regrettably died as a result of her injuries.

LIFT DOOR VISION PANELS …

An old perennial is the
replacement of lift
mains isolators without permanent fixing
and proper safety covers against inadvertent contact.

Lift Inspectors consistently log damaged or broken
vision panels for urgent corrective action … exactly
for the reason of the above UK-reported fatal accident
… that could have been prevented!

380-Volt 3-phase does
not appear to be considered lethal by many
lift service providers
… UK or RSA?
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LOCAL NEWS & REVIEWS
LIASA AUGUST GENERAL
MEETING
This meeting took place on Wednesday 8th August,
in the Jeppe Quondam Club conference room. In the
chair was deputy chairman Clifford Kleinhans, with
18 members in attendance.
The Chairman recapped on the 19th July SABS
meeting, where a major discussion point was the
falling away of the lift and escalator annexures from
the SANS standards, as these now fall under the
governance of the Regulator - Department of Labour.
Also reviewed were …
 Hennie Hudson nominated as LIASA liaison
 Wind Turbines proposed standard ...
 EN81 50 & 20 being published in May ...
 EN81-20 ‘Intercom & Alarm’ standards being
revised for more user-friendly application ...
 EN 115 … escalators.
SANAS was represented by Linda Grundling who
gave an extended overview of the 19 AIA’s currently accredited and the process of accreditation. She
advised of a ‘cost-free’ workshop for aspirant AIA’s
seeking accreditation, all in an effort to make the
accreditation process more affordable. This will certainly assist up-and-coming RLI’s to become AIA’s.
The Chairman gave a short overview of the recent
22nd June DoL workshop held at Lethabo Power
Station. Mr Hlaks Monyaki had promised that the
full presentations, including spread sheets would be
available on the DoL website by mid-July. He undertook to advise the requisite access link.

Late Fritz Blignaut

We regret to advise of the untimely passing on 27th August of Fritz following an operation. A registered Lift
Inspector and professionally registered Engineering
Technologist, Fritz was a specialist in building facilities’
management.
Formally employed by TFMC, Fritz was until recently
employed by Bidvest FMC as a project engineer. The
Industry will sorely miss his passing, since engineers of
this calibre are constantly diminishing.
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FROM BONNIE PEDEN’S PEN

- Answering LIASA inquiries ...

HAVE YOU BOOKED?
LIASA CONFERENCE / REFRESHER
COURSE
26 & 27 September 2018
At Jeppe Quondam Club
From 09:00 < 14:00 Daily
Ample Secure Parking
Cost is R950 per person for the two days and includes all tees and luncheons
ECSA CPD Points - 2 CPD Points
The Agenda will be distributed once speakers and
presentations have been finalized.
Not many seats are left - Please apply to Bonnie for
late bookings

SABS STANDARDS
Kindly be reminded that whereas DoL have now taken
over the governance of the various annexure inspection
and test standards of the LEPCR … Lift, escalator and
passenger conveyor regulations, SABS will retain responsibility for the standards’ transformation from the
international EN81 codes to the South African SANScoded standards, although they are presumed to be
‘front-end’ specified.
The new SABS distribution format has now been finalised. 40 ‘USB sticks’ have been issued to LIASA
through Bonnie Peden with her (and Dr Kleinhans) sign
-ing the copyright contract on behalf of LIASA for sole
distribution. Once signed and the R770 paid for by the
purchaser (AIA, RLI or any interested party), they will
be issued with this USB-stick formulated and supplied
by SABS. Note that an initial LIST of the purchasers
will be kept by SABS, as each USB is for the intended
use by each purchaser only … USB’s may NOT be
copied for further free distribution!
It is a requirement of the copyright contract that Bonnie
submit a monthly updated name list to SABS, as well
as pay the prescribed R770 ‘standards’ supply fee.
For speedy hand or courier delivery of your USB, please
contact Bonnie directly ...
Bonnie Peden - LIASA National Executive Secretary
Office: (011) 907-0133 - Telefax: (011) 907-0131
E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za

My thanks to Willem du Toit for sending this photo
taken on a recent lift inspection. He does not define
if it is an old retirement center or just a tenement
building lift. The crux of the matter is that one tenant
believes that the Lord’s blessing must also include
this old lift installation.

TREE AT A
VICTORIA WEST
B&B
This pepper tree at the
‘Peperboom B&B’ that we
have been booking for the
past 20 years or so, has outlived lightening strikes and
severe draught. Just goes to
show how resilient ‘Nature’
can be … but don’t push it
too far … like the omnipresent ‘plastic’ in the seas
around our coasts!

INSPECTION TOOL CALIBRATION
AIA’s and RLI’s in the Gauteng area can have all their
inspection equipment calibrated at reasonable cost and
delivery within a week through one agent …
Malcolm Whiting of ‘Current Techniques’
Mobile: 083 289 5843
Tellefax: 086 671 5481
malcolmw@current-tech.co.za
Malcolm submits your tools to the various SANAS
accredited calibration bodies and collects again .
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FROM WILLEM du TOIT’S DESK : Reporting on … new Code of Practice for
existing Good Hoists.

The below copy of the 3rd February 2017 Gazette No.40594,
very explicitly defines the Code of Practice for existing Goods
Hoists installed PRIOR to September 2015 … to be made compliant by September 2020.
Hoist Owners and lift Service Provider companies must take notice that … Hoists installed before February 2017 must comply with the 2017 promulgated minimum requirements. The
bottom line is still that every one of these specified hoists
must be registered and made compliant to the promulgated
minimum requirements.
DoL have stated that with all the formal communications thus
far, that no further exemption requests can be entertained
after the final gazetted compliance date.

This government gazette is free on line at … www.gpwonline.co.za
Please take especial notice of paragraph 2 in the above ‘Foreword’.
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AFRICAN STATES ... DIAMOND PRODUCTION
Lesotho vs Botswana?
Botswana is bekend vir sy diamantmyne, veral waar
Jwaneng gereken word as die wêreld se grootste en rykste
diamantmyn. Toe ons nou die dag op die Trans-Kalahari
snelweg in Botswana daar verbyry, was ons verbaas oor die
omvang en grote van hierdie dorp en sy oopgroef diamantmyne - By verre groter as Orapa.
In the Thursday 16th August ‘Kaapse Burger’ (www.netwerk24.com), they advise of an enormous diamond of 138 carrot taken out of the Letseng mine in Lesotho, the 12th biggest diamond in the world. It was further
advised that Letseng, known as a ‘kimberlite’ mine, currently produces the highest quality of diamonds in the world,
achieving the highest dollar prices.
We were also unaware of the massive ‘Lesotho Legend’
diamond mined at Letseng in January this year … a ‘rock’
of 910 carot, the 5th biggest diamond ever found in the
world. It was reportedly sold to an unidentified purchaser in
London for m£40 … uncut! Thus, although Jwaneng may
be regarded as the largest diamond mine in the world, it is
certainly not close in quality to Letseng in Lesotho.
On a point of interest … Botswana’s diamond mines allow
the Botswana government through the taxes collected from
these mines, to grant free education to all scholars up to 13
years of age, ie, secondary school grade 7. They only start
paying from high school (grade 8), and then at a reduced
rate. Bear in mind that Botswana’s official population is
only 2-million souls, with the Government making it very
difficult for other nationality blacks to get permanent settling
rights or even a temporary work permit.
Now we automatically question the Lesotho Government’s
motives with an even smaller population - What are they
doing to uplift the scholastic ability of their black schoolgoing youngsters in the Lesotho Highlands, where getting to
a school is very difficult or even near impossible!
On the subject of taxes … as smart as the Trans-Kalahari in
Southern Botswana appeared to be when we traversed it in
July, so poor the North Botswana roads appear to be as this
photo … it tells another story …

This photo shows the A3 national highway between Nata
and Maun, being graded to remove what tar is still left from
the ever-increasing pot-holes … so that motorists can rather
travel on the dirt road than negotiate the undercarriage-

breaking potholes of this once prime freeway of as recent as
2015 when David and I used it! We believe the damage to
mostly be caused by the 30<40-ton trucks that pay hefty
road-tax to traverse these roads. Most especial are the heavy
copper carrying trucks from Zambia, that travel in convoys
of up to 18 trucks for safety against hijacking!
Of note to us as conservationists, is the fact that a staggering 17% of Botswana has been officially allocated as game
reserves and game parks.

Languages of Namibia
After several weeks of touring Namibia and Botswana, conservation conscious tourists cannot other than become aware
of specific, strange and even startling usages, customs and
languages of the local inhabitants. In Namibia (for example), we very soon became aware of the ’clicking’ sounds of
the Damara and Namas when speaking - Similar but unlike
our Nguni languages such as the Xhosa. We establich that
this phonetic clicking comes from the Saan and Khoikhoi, to
whom the Damara and Nama are related.
Phoenetically, the clicks of the Saan are differentiated into
three distinct sound and meaning levels. The loudest and
most common is the clicking of the tongue against the palate
of the mouth and against the tooth gums. Technically it denotes a sharp palate-alveolar click, more like a corkpopping sound from a wine bottle. With the written word it
is generally denoted with ‘!’ (exclamation mark).
Second is the ‘/’ (forward slash), denoting a frontal dental
click, similar to the English “tsk-tsk” sound of disapproval
to a child that doesn’t listen. Google states ‘/?’ as a Glottal
variation and ‘?/’ more of a nasal sound. So depending on
the ‘click’ and its sound level, the meaning and severity of a
word is altered. The third ‘//’ denotes a lateral dental click,
more pronounced like the “tsk-tsk’ to get a horse to geedyup. The louder and more pronounced a click is, the more
earnest and demand for attention from the listener.

Our introduction to the Herero indicate their language and
customs at 180° displacement
from the Nama, Damara and
Khoi. Researching in Wikipedia, we learn that the Herero
language (Otjiherero) is the
main unifying link among the
Herero peoples. It is decidedly a Bantu language, and is
part of the Niger-Congo family of Northern Africa, as opposed to the Nguni languages
of South Africa.
We understand that standard Herero is spoken in Namibia
and is taught in schools throughout the country. Regrettably,
it was as far-fetched for us to understand as the ‘Chewa’ of
Malawi - Stand-alone languages to a South African.
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LATEST RSA LIFT NEWS
SCHINDLER GOLDEN OLDIES
MANAGEMENT LUNCHEON

RECENT LIFT INSPECTIONS IN
CAPE TOWN

We are consistently aware as
Editors, to present newsworthy technical articles in Educom unbiasedly. Whereas this
tends to lean towards the suggested ever-decreasing service quality. It is done so as to
present the earnestness of the
scenario, yet we as regularly
advise of above-average inAll the trials, tribulations and successes of yesteryear spected installations.

On Friday 31st August, a very enjoyable lunch was organized by host Mr Jorge Ramos at Pinafarinha in Rosettenville. Regrettably Mr Ramos and Alex Gomes had at the
last moment to attend overseas meetings, but we still enjoyed the jokes of deputed Brian Parsons. In attendance
were Alfie da Silva, Bruno Isler, Dennis Opperman, Jimmy Papadimitriou, Laurie Squair, Ronnie Branders, Theo
Kleinhans and Werner Abt.
were regurgitated for discussion and classification. Needless to say that we laughed till our sides ached at the various anecdotes.

This 43-year old Otis installation seen right, was found in a
very clean and well-serviced
condition - a credit to the route
serviceman. It certainly makes
our evaluation easier when you
walk onto such an installation.

The discussions as usual, also centered on the older colleagues who were still around and active, as well as those
who had been called up for higher service. It was discussed that the oldest known Schindler colleagues of 80 Of note is the fact this above installation has never had the benefit of any upgrade, thus bearing mute testimony to the quality
or older were …
of the original product and its installation.
 Klaus Pritzen at 93 being the oldest. He still resides
On our way to Cape Town , is
in a ‘fort’ in the Khomas Hochland of the Namibian
this 1958 Otis installation in
Klerksdorp, which has likeoutback.


wise never had the benefit of
an upgrade. This 60 year-old
installation also bears mute
testimony to the quality of the
product and its installation.

Eddie Cook at 84, resides in PE where he has now
finally retired, but still plays Friendly League tennis
just to keep fit!



Hansie Meyer at 82, retired several years ago, but
still resides in Pretoria. He recently lost his wife
Poppie after some 55 years of marriage.
 Mannie Pereira turns 80 this month and is still
working as an AIA Lift Inspector. He stays with his
wife Dot in Florida, near Roodepoort.
 Not to be forgotten is Oom Jan van Wyk who turned
87 this month. He resides in Primrose and is well
remembered by us all for over five decades as a government inspector in Gauteng, where he rose to the
rank of Deputy Director of Occupational Health and
Safety. Oom Jan then for many years, chaired the
EXCSA LIRC committee, responsible for setting up
the registration requirements for aspirant lift inspectors and evaluating applicants. He later handed the
chair over to Dr Theo Kleinhans at the millennium,
who in turn handed over to Sanjeev Singh in 2009.
Sanjeev still retains this responsibility today, however
in a newly developed format of requirements.
Whichever way one evaluates their separate and conjoint
inputs over so many years, there can be no argument that
each colleague contributed most positively towards the
Lift environment as it is seen today.

Otis however (in our opinion),
went a bit overboard with the
protective covers, for it’s a
tedious job to remove them all
when carrying out the regulatory Annex ‘B’ inspections!
This very recent upgrade on
Foreshore Telex by Schindler,
shows the latest modification
of the outdated extra-heavy
vertical bi-parting doors on
Good Lifts. In this particular
instance the heavy manual
doors were converted to AC
V3F automatic 4PCO doors
on the Car and landings.
What a pleasure now to inspect a lift where previously
one needed assistance in
opening the heavy manual biparting doors.

Of note, is the fact that the equally outdated machine drive was
updated from an AC two-speed geared drive to the latest MRL
AC V3F drive. Because of the registered load, the machine
obviously had to be a rope-drive as opposed to the latest ‘beltdrives’. An added bonus with this new MRL drive is the 2:1
roping with the contract speed raised to 1,6 m/s.
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TUT LIFT REGULATIONS COURSES IN 2018
TSHWANE UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY (TUT)
Private Bag X 680, Pretoria, 0001

ASPIRANT LIFT INSPECTORS ...
Please take note of the last course for this year ...
 5th to 9th November
Go to our web for more info:
“Short Learning Program (SLP): Lift Regulations – Preparation for Registration with ECSA”:
·
Application form to be completed (remember to attach a copy of your ID document)
·
Course information
Please take note that the … course will consist of only 20
candidates, meaning a speedy response as the course may
already be fully booked.

Bookings and information obtainable from Antoinette Marneweck at the following email:
marnewecka@tut.ac.za
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Mechatronics
and Industrial Design (B3-329)
Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment

We are on the Web - go to …

www.iliasa.org.za
Remember that this web is gratefully maintained by
Sanjeev Singh for the members’ benefit.
LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council)
recognition as a ‘Voluntary Association’ (VA - Article 21
Association), formal Articles of Association were required,
along with a formalized membership structure. These were
drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans and Steve
le Roux. Steve was elected as Chairman of the National Executive Committee in Gauteng, with Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Mike Russell as Regional Chairman Western
Cape and Graham Mould as Regional Chairman Eastern
Cape. Natal and the Free State were vacant at that time ...

LIASA CONTACT DETAILS
Bonnie Peden - National Executive Secretary
Office: (011) 907-0133 - Telefax: (011) 907-0131
E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za
Website Address: www.iliasa.org.za
PO Box 531, Alberton, 1450

Educom





Tel:
+27 12 382-5164
Fax:
+27 12 382-5602
E-mail: marnewecka@tut.ac.za.

LIASA 2018 MEETINGS




REMINDER ...
By 30th September please submit …
Nominations for Chair & Deputy Chair
Nominations for National Executive Committee
- Nominations for Merit Awards
- Nominations for Doyen of the Year award.
Annual Gen. Meeting Wednesday 10th October @
09:00

Above meeting to be held at Jeppe Quondam

DON’T FORGET YOUR NOMINATIONS!

EDUCOM EDITORIAL TEAM
Dr Theo Kleinhans - LIASA Ex Officio - Editor
Ms Bonnie Peden - Nat. Exec Secretary: IT & Layouts
LIASA Nat. Exec. Chairman - Ronnie Branders
LIASA Excom & Contributor - Willem du Toit
LIASA Excom & Contributor - Peter Murray
LIASA Ex Officio Past Chairman - Sanjeev Singh

EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS
Educom’s contact logistics, where you speak to …
The Editor - Bonnie Peden
Office: (011) 907-0133
Telefax: (011) 907-0131
E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za
PO Box 531, Alberton, 1450
Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos for dissémination to all our colleagues around the RSA.
Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as CPD,
assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per year, averaged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember that …

« Ignorance of FACT is NO excuse
for any stated non-compliance »
« Liberty means responsibility That is why most men dread it »
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FROM WILLEM du TOIT’S DESK :
Reporting on … new Code of Practice for existing Good Hoists.
(CORRECTION FOR PAGE 6)

The below copy of the 3rd February 2017 Gazette No.40594, very
explicitly defines the Code of Practice for … existing Goods
Hoists installed PRIOR to September 2015 … to be made
compliant by September 2020.
However, Owners and Lift Service Provider companies must take
notice that there is a grey area to consider between 1st December
2010 and 30th September 2015, where …
 … Hoists installed and registered during this period
under DMR-17, need to comply with the gazetted
minimum requirements by September 2020.
 ‘Hoists’ however installed under SANS 1545:5 are
considered compliant under that standard.

This government gazette is free on line at … www.gpwonline.co.za
Please take especial notice of paragraph 2 in the above ‘Foreword’.

